High-quality glands from the ACO Foundry
The company
ACO Guss GmbH, headquartered in
Kaiserslautern, Germany, is one of
Europe’s leading foundries with a melting
capacity of 75 000 tons/year of liquid
iron. This is converted to customised
machine-moulded castings in various
grades of cast iron as well as continuouscast bars. In our production facility,
state-of-the art plant and process-control
technology ensure reliability and
economy for manufacture of a wide
variety of cast-iron materials and
products.

ACO Guss has a long record of delivering
castings and components to demanding
industry sectors, such as mechanical and
constructional engineering, railway
technology, the pump and hydraulics
industries, transmissions and many other
application areas.

ACO Guss in turn constitutes the
founding activity of ACO, the German
group which is a leading player on the
world stage for industrial, communal and
domestic drainage. We are therefore part
of a strong and dynamic family-owned
enterprise.

Through its network of subsidiaries and
affiliated distribution partners, ACO Guss
strives to collaborate with customers in a
spirit of partnership to develop
customised products, service and
support. ACO Casting Services South
Africa is a wholly-owned subsidiary of
ACO Guss.

ACO Glands

For a deeper understanding of the ACO
Guss Group and its range of services
please refer to our home page:
www.aco-guss.com
More information on ACO Casting
Services South Africa can be found on:
www.aco-cast-iron.co.za

ACO Glands

Machine users around the world are
seeking alternatives to high-prices and
long lead-times for OEM replacement
parts. ACO has developed a solution to
that problem when it comes to glands for
heavy excavators. ACO Casting Services
South Africa has specialised in the
manufacture of large glands for mining
and construction equipment. Through our

application-driven engineering
capabilities, we offer ready-to-use
glands. They stand the test of time even
under the most severe service
conditions.
ACO glands are produced in different
cast-iron grades, both grey iron and
ductile iron, and in different sizes.
We can supply glands for various

machine brands, such as LIEBHERR
(e.g. 974 – 984 – 9250 and 9350),
HITACHI, KOMATSU, CATERPILLAR or
VOLVO. For fast delivery, we even
maintain a stock of popular items.

In comparison with OEM-alternatives,
ACO glands have equivalent or improved
specification. The parts are completely
compatible in terms of fit and function
and have a proven design, which is in
many cases improved in comparison with
the original resulting in higher durability
and performance.

We are committed to providing a high
level of service, support, and value. As a
consequence, ACO has gained
acceptance and earned the confidence of
mining operations in, for example, South
Africa.

Advantages of ACO Glands
At ACO, the whole manufacturing
process from casting to finish machining
of glands is in our hands. It is carefully
monitored at all stages so that we can
guarantee high quality at a very
reasonable price.

For enquiries on our glands please address to
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ACO Casting Services South Africa (PTY) Ltd.
Robert Hertzog
28 Simba Street, Sebenza, Edenvale, 1610
Johannesburg / South Africa
Landline: +27 11 609 2036
Email: rh@aco.com
www.aco-cast-iron.co.za

All brand names, model names or trade marks are owned by their respective manufacturers. ACO Casting Services has no affiliation with the original equipment manufacturer.
These brand names are used for identification purposes only and are not intended to indicate affiliation with or approval by the original equipment manufacture. All parts are
manufactured by, for and warranted by ACO Casting Services South Africa (PTY) Ltd. and are not manufactured by, purchased from or warranted by the original equipment
manufacturer.

